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The 2021 revised World Health Organization (WHO) classifica-
tion of the central nervous system (CNS) tumors was a hercu-
lean effort.1 Building on preparatory work by the “Consortium 
to Inform Molecular and Practical Approaches to CNS Tumor 
Taxonomy-Not Official WHO (cIMPACT-NOW),” the updated 
classification incorporates observations that some Isocitrate 
dehydrogenase wild type (IDHwt) lower grade gliomas behave 
as aggressively as histologically defined glioblastomas (ie, 
“h-GBMs”), and should carry the highest CNS WHO grade. Such 
IDHwt histologically grade 2–3 tumors exhibiting Telomerase 
Reverse Transcriptase (TERT) gene promoter mutation and/or 
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) gene amplification 
and/or combined chromosome 7 gain/10 loss were initially la-
beled “molecular glioblastomas” (m-GBMs) by cIMPACT-NOW; 
they are now fully comingled by the WHO with h-GBMs as the 
singular entity “Glioblastoma, IDHwt; CNS WHO grade 4.”1

We agree that nomenclature should be informed by new 
knowledge. We note as precedence the evolving definition of 
“glioblastoma” since it was first used more than 100 years 
ago, reflecting scientific and clinical advancements, differ-
ences among schools of thought (eg, histologic vs. clinical 
malignancy), concepts related to cell(s) of origin, and other 
considerations (Supplementary File) as reviewed elsewhere.2 
For example, the definition widened in 2007 with the reclas-
sification as glioblastomas (and as grade IV) of high-grade tu-
mors with mixed astrocytic and oligodendroglial components 
(formerly “anaplastic oligo-astrocytomas,”3 then considered 
as “glioblastoma with oligodendroglioma component…as a 
compromise term”4) that harbored necrosis.5 This change re-
sulted from observations that necrosis portended a bad out-
come and that such tumors typically lacked chromosome 
1p19q codeletion which was emerging as a biomarker linked 
to the more favorable diagnosis of oligodendroglioma.5 The 
2016 WHO classification then defined with precision, “what 
is an oligodendroglioma?”6 by restriction to IDH-mutant and 
1p19q codeleted tumors7; by contrast, the 2021 edition ex-
panded the definition of glioblastoma by labeling the m-GBMs 
of cIMPACT-NOW as simply “GBM.”1

However, we believe the prognostic and therapeutic impli-
cations of this broadened glioblastoma definition are not yet 
fully elucidated. Expanding on the incorporation of molecular 
testing into the diagnostic nomenclature of CNS tumors that 
began robustly with the 2016 classification system,7 we ap-
plaud the efforts by the WHO and cIMPACT-NOW teams to sys-
tematize biomarker-informed prognostic grading, recognizing 
that some IDHwt tumors should carry the highest WHO grade 
of 4 despite an absence of classic glioblastoma histology. Yet, 
there is evidence that m-GBMs and h-GBMs may behave dif-
ferently, and series reporting on comparative outcomes are 
still limited.

For example, IDHwt tumors that are histologically lower 
grade (yet would be now considered glioblastoma on molec-
ular grounds, ie, m-GBMs) are associated with a higher inci-
dence of pre-diagnosis epilepsy (and longer time to diagnosis) 
than h-GBMs.8 Most concerning for comingling m-GBMs with 
h-GBMs in clinical trials designed to test the impact of ther-
apeutic interventions on survival, a retrospective study9 re-
ported median survival of 42 months in patients with m-GBMs 
that were histologically low grade (WHO grade II per 2016 cri-
teria7) tumors (Supplementary File). Although the study was 
small (n = 29), the reported outcomes were substantially better 
than survival typically associated with h-GBM, particularly for 
cases with isolated TERT promoter mutation (n = 23, median 
survival 88 months for histologically grade 2 disease).9 Further 
suggesting biologic differences between h- and m-GBMs, 
there was no evidence of benefit from temozolomide in the 
CATNON trial (NCT00626990, intended for for patients with tu-
mors exhibiting grade 3 histology) in the subset of cases that 
would now be classified as m-GBMs, regardless of MGMT 
promoter methylation.10 Conversely, and supporting the new 
WHO schema, the CATNON trial also demonstrated that iso-
lated TERT promoter mutation was associated with poor 
survival.10

Without stratification or other guards against imbalance 
between/among arms, the pooling m-GBMs with h-GBMs in 
time-to-event analyses could result in falsely declaring a trial 
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as positive if the median survival is lengthened by only 
4 months through inclusion of m-GBMs that may have 
a better natural history than h-GBMs. The risk of such 
overinterpretation is even higher in single-arm studies 
if a substantial subset of patients accrued has m-GBM 
rather than h-GBM. Some trials (eg, NRG Oncology-BN010, 
NCT04729959) have already taken the expansive approach, 
which may allow more rapid accrual (and trial completion), 
and broaden the population of patients for whom favor-
able results would apply, but at the risk of misattributing 
a resulting survival advantage in the trial to study therapy 
rather than natural history. Further investigation of the in-
cidence and natural history of patients with m-GBM is still 
needed, especially in light of the conflicting literature9,10 
noted above. Furthermore, some new drugs may pene-
trate a non-enhancing m-GBM less well than the enhancing 
h-GBM, with resulting differences in antitumor effects. 
Penetration of the blood-brain barrier is already a chal-
lenge in the treatment of non-enhancing tumors (or even 
non-visible microscopic diseases) in h-GBM. Therefore, 
we urge caution on including patients with non-enhancing 
histologically low-grade tumors that are m-GBMs in clinical 
trials that would previously have been limited to h-GBMs.

We suggest consideration be given to approaches that, 
at present, defer fully comingling m- and h-GBMs in clin-
ical trials with survival endpoints to collect more prospec-
tive data first. Options include formalized stratification in 
randomized studies, or, better in our view, allowing en-
rollment of patients with m-GBMs as separately analyzed 
exploratory cohorts to collect evidence. At a minimum, 
each case should be coded as “m-GBM” or “h-GBM,” so 
that a subsequent set of analyses can be performed to un-
derstand the impact, if any, of comingling. We see at least 
two favorable implications of such approaches: (1) patients 
with m-GBMs would have increased clinical trial options, 
(2) our field could learn more about the natural history of 
m-GBMs and their responsiveness to novel therapies. We 
(ABL) have already observed that some institutions are 
no longer distinguishing m- from h-GBM in diagnostic re-
ports; therefore, implementing a distinction, or at least a 
labeling, in clinical trials may depend on central review.

Of note, sampling error also should be considered. For 
example, histologically low-grade tumors typically present 
with lesions that do not contrast-enhance on brain im-
aging, often with an appearance of the now antiquated 
term “gliomatosis cerebri.” Therefore, despite our above 
reasoning, patients with tumors that are clearly glio-
blastomas based on imaging (eg, heterogeneous ring-
enhancement with a necrotic center; Supplemental File, 
Figure S1) should not be excluded from trials (such as 
through mechanisms analogous to those suggested for 
m-GBMs above) if a biopsy yields only low-grade histology 
and molecular analysis demonstrates m-GBM—in that sit-
uation most likely the biopsy was taken from an area that 
was not representative for the true nature of the lesion.
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